
Exercise 2 TMA4160 Cryptography, Autumn 2010

This exercise will be in the computer lab.

Task 1 Use the tools in supplement-02-a.gp to solve Exercise 1.21 a-b. from
Stinson.

Task 2 In this exercise, we shall consider the message authentication code dis-
cussed in the lecture f : F2 × F50 → F given by f(k1, k2,m) = m(k1) + k2. The
finite field F will be F456979.

We encode messages with letters from a-z by mapping letters to numbers in
the usual way, then mapping four integers a0, a1, a2, a3 to the integer

∑4
i=0 ai26i

and considering it as a finite field. In other words, we can only compute message
authentication tags for messages containing exactly 200 letters.

We want to authenticate messages og length between 0 and 199 letters. To
do this, we must “pad” the message to be of length 200. A simple solution is to
pad with zeros. We convert n letters to the numbers a0, a1, . . . , an−1, and then set
an = an+1 = . . . = a199 = 0.

a. Alice the rating agency wants to send the rating eveinchasratinga to Bob
the stock broker. The network provider Eve Inc. wants Bob to believe that it has
a triple-A rating, that is, Bob should receive and accept the message eveinchas-
ratingaaa. Explain why Eve Inc. can change Alice’s message without Bob noticing.

In supplement-02-b.gp, a different padding scheme is used in the function
encode4. Explain why this is better.

b. You have received three messages, all claiming to be from Alice. You share
the key (12345, 54321) with Alice. Decide which to accept:

• (buyenron, 262847)

• (investinpennystocks, 262846)

• (selleverythingandtheboxitwasin, 262848)

Note: Use the encode4 function defined in supplement-02-b.gp to encode strings
as sequences of integers.
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